


Contractor’s Guide to 7 Estimating Secrets that Make Money Job After Job 
 Don’t Eyeball Your Measurements 

When you eyeball your estimate a 10’ Wall may, in fact, be 9’6” or 
11’ or maybe even 12’. Measure accurately because that’s the base 
for your estimate. If it’s not accurate you will NEVER estimate 
accurately job after job. Give your estimate a solid foundation with 
accurate measurements. 

 Organize Your Estimating 

Organize your estimates by using what I call “Sections”.  Sections 
by any other name is a way to break you bids into logical pieces 
like foundations, framing, roofing, etc. When you use sections you 
make it easier to estimate because you’re working with one Section 
of the project at a time. It reduces confusion and aggravation. 

Is addition, it makes it easier to find missing or duplicated items 
because you can easily review one section at a time. This improves 
the accuracy of your estimates. 

Measurable Items 

Using costs and labor production per unit of measure is the only 
way you can estimate accurately and consistently. For example, 
you price and take off a wall per linear foot. This is sometimes 
called Unit Cost Estimating. The unit cost for each item must 
include all the costs for materials and labor. 
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 Track the Cost of Your Jobs 

The only way you will make money consistently is if you track the 
costs of the work you are doing. When you are using measurable 
items you can compare your budgets to actual. If you track on a 
consistent basis you may be able to correct small problems on the 
current job before they become “budget busters”. You can also 
adjust for future estimates.  

 Simplified Budgets for Job Cost 

Simplified budgets make it easier and save you time tracking your 
costs. The idea is to summarize your job budgets by section. As 
you pay your bills and your people, you track to the section rather 
than each individual item in the estimate.  

This makes it easier to cost your jobs because you track costs to 
the section (a few) rather than each individual item (hundreds or 
thousands) in the project. If you find a problem you then look at the 
detail items in the estimate compared to the costs for the individual 
items.  

Use a Program Like QuickBooks® 

QuickBooks, and some other accounting programs, allow you to 
track your costs while you pay your bills and your people. This 
saves you time and is more accurate than separately tracking your 
costs.  

You can add your budgets from your estimates and track your costs 
easily. 
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Adjust Your Estimating 

This may seem obvious, but it’s a step some contractors overlook. 
If you find differences between your budgets and your actual costs, 
adjust your estimating for the next time you create an estimate that 
has the same item(s)  in it. 

You won’t make the same estimating mistakes job after job. 

More Information 

If you would like to see more detail on these items, check out 
http://www.contractorsprofit.com/7secrets. 

The Contractor’s Profit System™ 

You will find The Contractor’s Profit System™ with LiteningFast™ 
Estimating puts this, and more, all together into one, done-for-you, 
package. Check it out at http://www.contractorsprofit.com. 

Here are a few of the benefits of “The Contractor’s Profit System 
with LiteningFast Estimating”: 
 

⇒ It's easy to get started - video tutorials get you started fast 
⇒ It's easy to use - you can create estimates in minutes  
⇒ It integrates with QuickBooks at the click of a mouse 

button. Tested and Silver Certified  
⇒ It creates simplified budgets in QuickBooks so doing job 

cost is as easy as paying your bills and your people. 
⇒ You can create templates for common jobs like 

bathroom or kitchen remodels to save you time 
estimating  

⇒ Assemblies allow you to group many items together into 
one takeoff item saving you time  

⇒ Integrates with Microsoft Word and Excel so you 
can make your presentations POP!  
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Brought to you by: 

The Contractor’s Profit System 
1254 S. Kihei Road #532484 
Kihei, HI 96753 
808-870-8741 


